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Thank you for everything 
 
 
Dear xnet team, 
  
Date 04/15/2019 
  
 
I would like to thank you once again for the great collaboration on the next840 project "MTS International Sales Meeting 
2019"! 
 
 
Dear Karl, you really have built an excellent and super professional team. All of the employees I met were so 
enthusiastic and committed to the task. Hats off! 
 
Dear Barbara, you have accompanied us from the beginning and witnessed a few "ups and downs". You have always 
kept calm, which has had a positive effect on the entire project. I am so glad that we finally realized the project and were 
able to inspire the participants. Thank you for your excellent advice and support, it was always a pleasure to work with 
you! 
 
Dear Christina, THANKS for your super structured preparation, your tireless efforts before and during the event and 
THANK YOU for helping me with your serenity. The planning with you went so smoothly and it was just fun to work with 
you on site. Before I could express a thought, you already took care of it and everything went like clockwork 😊😊 I found it 
really impressive how thanks to your experience and great organization you managed to handle this large crowd so well! 
Thank you for everything! I really appreciate your commitment, especially in the week before the event and also at the 
event! 
 
Dear Chiara, thank you too! You were super hard-working and we could always count on you when we needed 
something quickly. It was great to see how friendly and professional you were with the participants and how you made 
the event a great success! 
 
Dear Petra, I was very happy to meet you! Your warm and open-minded way was just great! You helped shape the event 
on site and transferred your joy to the participants. A guest even spoke to me last night that the xnet team was so super 
friendly and that they had a totally fun time on the bus at the Gondal valley station. Since there was the lady with the 
short hair, who entertained guests wonderfully and bridged the waiting time wonderfully 😊😊. I just think it's great that 
moments like this will be remembered by the participants. 
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Brief vom 15.04.2019 
an rent a village by xnet 

Dear Jimmy, your name was very popular in the preparation - Jimmy does this, Jimmy does that. And so it was 
confirmed on site. You were just great and took care of everything. The warm kind seems to be in the blood of all 
of you and so it was a pleasure for me to work with you. 

You really kept what you promised. The event exceeded all expectations and we hope that this will now be 
sustained among our particitpants. When we have evaluated the feedback, I would be happy to send you the 
results. Images also follow separately. 

That was a great TEAMWORK from all of you! Congratulations on this best performance. Thanks also to everyone 
who was involved behind the scenes! 

Dear Christina, please also give my thanks to Babsi, who created a great atmosphere with her very tasteful 
decoration. It was really nice to look at! 
And also thanks to Kathi, who "drove" the whole bus logistics! I know what's behind it and therefore I am all the 
more pleased that everything went so well! 

I send you all the best regards from Erlangen! 
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